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Announcing: The Russell Sage Foundation Journal of the Social Sciences is MUSE’s first fully open access journal.

About Project MUSE

Project MUSE is a leading provider of digital humanities and social sciences content; since 1995, its electronic journal collections have supported a wide array of research needs at academic, public, special, and school libraries worldwide. MUSE books and journals, from leading university presses and scholarly societies, are fully integrated for search and discovery.

MUSE currently includes:

Useful Functions

Frequently Downloaded
Browse Book Series

MUSE News

MUSE’s First Fully Open Access
Access KBART Phase II Content
New Journals for 2016
MUSE currently includes: 389,307 articles and 942,033 chapters by 255 publishers
Search History

Export Saved Citations

Access
- Only content I have full access to

Content Type
- Journals
  - Articles
  - Reviews
- Books

Research Area
- Area and Ethnic Studies
- Art and Architecture
- Creative Writing
- Education
- Film, Theater, and Performing Arts
- History
- Language and Linguistics

Get Started

Type your desired search terms into the search boxes above and use the dropdown options to set your preferences. You can also use the facets to search directly for content by type, access, research area, author, and publisher.

After doing a search, you can further refine your results by using the facets on the left side of the page.

You can also use the facets to search directly for content by type, access, research area, author, publisher.

Refer to the Quick Search Guide for more information.

Save your search using your browser Bookmarks or Favorites option.
HSS Research Progression

Conference paper

Journal Article

Book Chapter

Scholarly Monograph

Simon & Schuster, 2000

Simon & Schuster, 2003

Content: "hilary putnam" jewish philosophy
The Complete Prose of T.S. Eliot
The Critical Edition
Volume 1
Apprentice Years 1905–1918
edited by Jewel Spears Brooker & Ronald Schuchard

Sanctorum Communio
A Theological Study of the Sociology of the Church

The Booker T. Washington Papers
Volume 1
The Autobiographical Writings
Louis R. Harlan, Editor

The Papers of Thomas A. Edison
Volume 6
Electrifying New York and Abroad
April 1882–March 1885
Edited by Paul B. Israel, Louis Carlat, David Hochfelder, Theresa M. Collins, and Brian C. Shipley

Karl Marx and Frederick Engels
Collected Works
Volume 1
Karl Marx 1835–43
Search Results For: all of the terms [ t. ] [ s. ] [ eliot ] in content


1. Introduction to T. S. Eliot by George Seferis
   *Modernism/modernity, Volume 16, Number 1, January 2009, pp. 146-160*
   by: George Seferis and Susan Matthias
   - HTML
   - Download PDF (213.0 KB)

   *Modernist Literature and Culture, Volume 12, Number 3, November 2000, pp. 381-389*
Discovery and Linking Partners

List includes:

- ACLS Humanities E-Book (books)
- Brepols Publishers (*journals and books*)
- CrossRef (*journals*)
- EBSCO [A-Z, EBSCO Discovery Services] (*journals and books*)
- Ex Libris [Primo Central] (*journals*)
- Ex Libris [Alma] (*books*)
- Google (*journals and books*)
- Microsoft Academic Search (*journals and books*)
- MLA Bibliography (*journals and books*)
- OCLC [Knowledgebase] (*journals and books*)
- ProQuest [ Summon Service] (*journals and books*)
- SCOPUS [Elsevier] (*books*)
- TDNet (*journals and books*)
- Third Iron [BrowZine] (*journals*)
- Wikipedia Library (*journals and books*)
MUSE Publishers: Non-profit only

- University Press
- Scholarly Society
- Independent Journal (usually based in a university department)

Want to recommend a publisher to MUSE? Please email: AnnS@muse.jhu.edu
Curated Collections

Each Journal invited —selectively put into collections

Book publishers invited—collections created by hand
Journal Collection Subscriptions

Premium (650 journals)

Standard (351 journals)

Basic Research (223 journals)

Basic College (147 journals)
Journal Collection Subscriptions

No duplication between:

- Humanities (202 journals)
- Social Science (110 journals)

Coming 2017: Subject Collections

Arts, History, Literature, Religion & Philosophy
Hosted Journals

- Not in collections
- Must be subscribed separately
- Can be Open Access
- Fully integrated in Search and Discovery
eBook Collection Purchase

- Complete (=Imprint year 2012-2016)
- Subject
- Area Studies
- Series Collections

---Archive
---Annual Supplements
Single Title eBook Purchase

- YBP only
- 63% of titles available (27,000)
- Publisher sets price

Contact sales@ybp.com
Thank you!

Ann Snoeyenbos: AnnS@muse.jhu.edu

Project MUSE is based at The Johns Hopkins University Press Baltimore, Maryland USA